Presse Release
In their footsteps outdoor
exhibition circuit
“In their footsteps”: the story of these men and women
who lived the Landing
> A historical and memory project
They are called Léonard, Thomas or Françoise, they are Canadian, British or French, soldiers or civilians and they
were here in June 1944 on our Normand beaches.
Some landed on Juno Beach, others lived on the Côte de Nacre and had been waiting for the Allies for long months;
they tell us what they lived through and show us the images that stayed in their minds, and will forever… The fear,
the anguish, the noise, the bloody battle, the arrival of the Canadian soldiers with their funny accent and the joy or
being freed.
To celebrate the 75th Anniversary of the Landing, the Terres de Nacre Tourist Office and the Juno Beach Centre are
proud to announce, from April 2019, the start of the exhibit “In their footsteps”, that pays homage to the actors
and witnesses of the Second World War.
This exhibit will be presented thanks to the support of its partners:

> The enhancement of the Juno sector
Real territory project, the exhibit is presented as a historical and
memory course in the towns of Juno sector and beyond. It is made of
square kiosks of 2,2m x 2,2m, weather resistant and put up from the
school holidays in April 2019 in Courseulles-sur-Mer, Bernières-surMer, Saint-Aubin-sur-Mer, Langrune-sur-Mer, Luc-sur-Mer,
Reviers/Bény-sur-Mer, Douvres-la-Délivrande.
The kiosks will present witness accounts and a biography of soldiers
and locals who lived the Occupation, the Landing and Liberation, on its
different faces. Illustrated by archive visuals, information on the Atlantic Wall and the allied
troop’s movements will also be given.
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An intergenerational witness/young people work
> A project associating local actors on a decked territory
Towns, schools, touristic companies, hosts, restaurants, tour operators... All the actors of tourism will be
associated with this exhibit. They will find, through this exhibit, a learning support or an essential tool for guided
visits.
This exhibit, through its historical and memory nature, will appeal to all: Coeur de Nacre locals, students, teachers,
visitors interested in the memory tourism theme.
The tourist office is working to decorate the associated towns, and further on the sector, with the colours of this
event.

> Local civilian witness accounts collection
Each town has identified the locals willing to tell what they live through during the Second World War. The Juno
Beach Centre will collect the texts, visuals and witness accounts, adapt them, translate them for a better editorial
cohesion.
> Young people speaking to young people
The Quintefeuille College and the Gilbert Boulanger primary school in Courseulles-sur-Mer will do a research on
the street names in the different towns of the exhibit in link with the Second World War.
“Why is there a Regiment de la Chaudière street in Bernières-sur-Mer ? »
The results of this work will be added to the web app and will help visitors to better understand this page of
History that affected the Coeur de Nacre towns.
> A digital tool in service of enhancing memory tourism
In addition to the exhibits kiosks, a digital app will be developed to help the passing of memory. A web app will be
available to any person who owns a smartphone. Free, translated in several languages, this web app, in particular
destined to a younger audience looking for innovative tools, will give additional video and texts witness accounts.
To add a fun factor to the exhibit a contest will incite visitors to discover all the kiosks. A draw will determine the
lucky winner of a trip to Canada.
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> A digital tool in service of the valorization of the heritage
In addition to the geolocation of the military and memory sites near the structures and thanks to the web app,
visitors will also be able to recognize the interesting sites of the territory: a 13th century church, a nature reserve, a
Rococo facade... The idea is to create a synergy to develop the attractivity of the territory and put forth its touristic
assets.

Commemorations and events
During the exhibit, several commemorations, festive and intergenerational events will be organized around each
structure:
o Witnesses meal
o Student/witnesses get together
o Bagpipe players parade for the Dday Festival

o
o

Local bal
A project around the support for the UNESCO listing of Beaches…

These big events will be listed in the app and the digital support of Tourist Office.
The next event
The inauguration will take place on Monday the 29th of April at 6.30pm in
Bernières-sur-Mer
The Tourist Office has made up a significant communication strategy to inform a
great number of people about the exhibit.

And after the 75th Anniversary ?
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The kiosks will stay during 8 months, from April the 8 to November 2019. Each kiosk
will be taken down during the winter. The aim is to sustain this course on the Juno Beach sector and put the
structures back up for at least 2years following the 75th Anniversary.
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